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Abstract
We give a characterization of non-Euclidean absolute planes using the concept of bered right
loop with reection germ. c© 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In 1979 Karzel and Kist [3] gave a characterization and foundation of generalized
Euclidean planes starting from a commutative group (L;+) with a spread F (= con-
gruence in the sense of Andre [1], i.e. F is a set of proper subgroups of (L;+)
such that 8A; B 2 F; A 6= B :L = A + B; A \ B = f0g and SF = L) and a map
 :F! Aut(L;+;F)\ J ; A ! ~A (Aut(L;+;F)\ J  denotes the set of all involu-
tory automorphisms  of (L;+) which conserve the bration F, i.e. 8A 2F : (A) 2
F) which satises the axioms:
(R1) 8A 2F : Fix ~A= A, (R2) 8A; B; C 2F9D 2F : ~A  ~B  ~C = ~D. We recall that
(L;G) for G= fa+ X j a 2 L; X 2Fg is a translation plane. Recently in two papers,
Karzel and Wefelscheid [6], Karzel and Konrad [4] proved that the set of points of a
hyperbolic geometry and (more generally) of an absolute non-Euclidean geometry can
be turned into a loop, even a K-loop with an incidence bration in the sense of Zizioli
[7] (cf. Section 2 (Fb1), (Fb2), (Fb3) and (Fb4)).
In 1987 Zizioli (cf. [7]) starting from a loop (L;+) with an incidence bration F,
dened as lines the set G of all the left cosets of the subsets of F and obtained
an incidence space (or linear space). Moreover, she showed that for any a 2 L the
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permutation a+ :L ! L; x ! a + x is a collineation of the incidence space which
means that (L;+;G) is a so-called incidence loop.
In view of these results the following problem appears natural, and it shall be dis-
cussed here: Is it possible to characterize also the non-Euclidean absolute planes in the
same way by using bered loops instead of bered commutative groups?
For this purpose we will introduce (cf. Section 4) the concept of loop with reection
germ (L;+;F;), a concept which coincides with the structure of Karzel and Kist
(cf. [3]) if (L;+) is a commutative group. Examples where (L;+) is a proper loop
are obtained if we start from an absolute non-Euclidean plane (P;G;; ) (where P
denotes the set of points, G the set of lines,  the congruence relation on the set P2
of pairs of points and  stands for the betweenness relation) and if we x a point
0 2 P. Then by [4] we can dene a suitable binary operation ‘+’ such that (P;+)
becomes a loop, even a K-loop (cf. [4] Section 3) and moreover the set F:=G(0) of
all the lines passing through zero is an incidence bration of (P;+). If for A 2F; ~A
denotes the line reection with respect to the line A (of the absolute planes) then the
quadruple (P;+;F;) is an example of a loop with reection germ.
We will proceed in the following way: after introducing the more general notation
‘right loop with incidence bration’ (L;+;F) and associating an incidence right loop
(L;+;G) by setting G:=fa+X j a 2 L; X 2Fg (cf. Section 2), we assume (cf. Section
3) that there is a map  : F! Aut(L;+;F) \ J  such that the conditions (R1) and
(R2) are valid. On this basis we prove some fundamental properties (Proposition 3:1)
before adding a further condition (RW3) which enables us to dene line reections for
all lines of G, orthogonality and a classication (Proposition 3:4). The additional prop-
erties of (L;+;F;) are collected in Propositions 3:2 and 3:3. From Section 4 on we
restrict our attention only on the class (2b) of (Proposition 3:4), the so-called ‘regular
structures’. Here we can introduce ‘point reections’, we are able to erect perpendic-
ulars (cf. Proposition 4:1) and to consider the crucial map  :L ! L; x ! x − ~0(x)
( ~0 denotes the reection in the point 0). Then we present the concept ‘right loop with
reection germ’ by adding the axiom (R3) for (L;+;F;). If the map  is bijective
we can introduce a further operation  such that the structure (L;;F;) is even a
K-loop with reection germ (cf. Theorem 5:1). By this main result one is now per-
mitted to assume right from the start that (L;+) is a K-loop. In Proposition 3:2(3) we
proved that the so-called ‘three-reection theorem’ and the converse holds true for the
case of lines passing through an arbitrary common point. The case of three lines per-
pendicular to a fourth line (or equivalently of three collinear points) is only valid if for
each A 2F: the set A+:=fa+ :L! L; x ! a+ x j a 2 Ag is a commutative subgroup
of SymL or equivalently 8a; b 2 A : a+ b= b+ a and a;b = b;a (cf. Propositions 5:3
and 5:4).
In Section 6 we dene rst the generalized notion ‘non-elliptic quasi-reection group’
( ;D;P). The other two main results (Theorems 6:3 and 6:4) state that the derivation
(  = h ~Gi;D = ~G;P = ~L) of a regular right loop with reection germ is a regular
non-elliptic quasi-reection group and that (h ~Gi; ~G; ~L) is even a reection group if and
only if for each ber X 2F, X+ is a commutative subgroup.
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2. Right loops with brations
A set L together with a binary operation + : L  L ! L is called right loop if
(L;+) fullls the following axioms:
(L1r) 8a; b 2 L 91x 2 L : a+ x = b.
(L2) There is exactly one element 0 2 L such that 8a 2 L : a+ 0 = 0 + a= a.
A right loop (L;+) is a loop if furthermore
(L1l) 8a; b 2 L 91y 2 L :y + a= b.
is valid. In the following let (L;+) be a right loop. Then by (L1r) for each a 2 L the
map a+ :L! L; x ! a+x is a permutation, i.e. a+ 2 SymL. We set L+:=fa+ j a 2 Lg
and for a; b 2 L; a;b:=((a+ b)+)−1  a+  b+.
Let :=hfa;b j a; b 2 Lgi be the subgroup of SymL generated by the a;b’s called
the structure group of the right loop.
For each a 2 L let −a be dened by a+ (−a) = 0.
Following Zizioli [7] we call a set F of subsets of L an incidence bration of the
right loop (L;+) if the following conditions are satised:




(Fb3) 8A; B 2F; A 6= B :A \ B= f0g.
(Fb4) 8X 2F; 8 2  : (X ) 2F.
Proposition 2.1. Let (L;+;F) be a right loop with an incidence bration and let
G:=fa+ X j a 2 L; X 2Fg. Then:
(1) 8X 2F; 8a 2 L : 0 2 a+ X ) a+ X 2F (cf. (9)(a) of [7]).
(2) L+Aut(L;G).
(3) 8a; b 2 L; 8X 2F with b 2 a+ X 9Y 2F : a+ X = b+ Y .
(4) (L;G) is an incidence space.
Proof. (1) 0 2 a+X ) −a 2 X ) a+X =a+(X )=((a+(−a))+)−1a+(−a)+(X )=
a;−a(X ) 2F by (Fb4).
(2) Let a; b 2 L; X 2 F. Then a+(b + X ) = a+  b+(X ) = (a + b)+  a;b(X ) =
(a+ b) + a;b(X ) 2 G by (Fb4), i.e. a+ 2 Aut(L;G).
(3) b 2 a+ X ) 9x 2 X : b= a+ x. For Y := a; x(X ) (cf. (Fb4)) we have b+ Y =
(a+ x) + a; x(X ) = a+ (x + X ) = a+ X since X6(L;+) (cf. (Fb1)).
(4) Let r; s 2 L with r 6= s. By r+ 2 SymL, (Fb2) and (Fb3) we have
() 91X 2F such that s 2 r + X:
Since r = r + 0 2 r + X; r + X 2 G is a line containing the points r and s.
Suppose there is another line a+ Y 2 G with r; s 2 a+ Y , then r = a+ y for some
y 2 Y and s 2 a+ Y = a+ (y + Y ) = (a+ y) + a;y(Y ) = r + a;y(Y ) implies by ()
that a;y(Y ) = X , hence a+ Y = r + X .
Remark. A triple (L;+;G) is called an incidence right loop if (L;+) is a right loop,
(L;G) an incidence space and L+Aut(L;G); and a bered incidence loop if moreover
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the lines through 0 are right subloops of (L;+). Therefore by Proposition 2:1 each right
loop with an incidence bration can be turned into a bered incidence right loop.
Proposition 2.2. Let Aut(L;+;F) be the group of all automorphisms  of (L;+) such
that 8X 2F : (X ) 2F. Then Aut(L;+;F)6Aut(L;G).
3. Reections
In this section let (L;+;F) be a right loop with an incidence bration,
J :=f 2 SymL j 2 = idg and J :=Jnfidg. Moreover, we assume that there is given a
map
 :F! Aut(L;+;F) \ J ;A ! ~A
such that the following conditions hold:
(R1) 8A 2F : Fix ~A= A.
(R2) 8A; B; C 2F 9D 2F : ~A  ~B  ~C = ~D.
We set ~F:=f ~A jA 2Fg.
Proposition 3.1. Let A; B; : : : ; X 2F; a; b; : : : ;2 L;  2 Aut(L;+). Then:
(1) Fix( ~A  ~B) = f0g , A 6= B.
(2) ~A  ~B  ~A= ]~A(B).
(3)   a+  ()−1 = ((a))+.
(4) If a 2 A then ~A  a+  ~A = (( ~A(a))+ = a+. Hence ~A  a+ = a+  ~A and b+  ~A 
(b+)−1 = (b+ a)+  b;a  ~A  −1b;a  ((b+ a)+)−1.
(5) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) a+ X = b+ Y ) a+  ~X  (a+)−1 = b+  ~Y  (b+)−1.
(ii) x 2 X ) ]a; x(X ) = a; x  ~X  −1a; x .
Proof. (1) Let c 2 Fix( ~A  ~B)nf0g; let C 2 F with c 2 C and D 2 F such that
~A ~B  ~C= ~D (cf. (R2)). Then 0; c 2 Fix( ~A ~B  ~C)=Fix ~D and by (R1), (Fb3) follows
C = D, hence ~A= ~B and so A= B by (R1).
(2) By (R2), 9C 2F : ~A  ~B  ~A= ~C. If x 2 ~A(B) then 9b 2 B such that x = ~A(b):
~A  ~B  ~A(x) = ~A  ~B(b) = ~A(b) = x, and so C = ~A(B).
(3) Let x 2 L. Since  2 Aut(L;+); a+(x)=(a+x)=(a)+(x)=((a))+(x)+.
(4) Since ~A 2 Aut(L;+;F) we have by (3) ~A  a+  ~A=( ~A(a))+; ~A(a)= a by (R1),
hence ~A= a+  ~A  (a+)−1 and so (b+ a)+  b;a  ~A  −1b;a  ((b+ a)+)−1 = b+  a+ 
~A  (a+)−1  (b+)−1 = b+  ~A  (b+)−1.
(5) (ii)) (i): Let x 2 X such that b= a+ x then a+ X = b+ Y = (a+ x) + a; x 
−1a; x(Y )=a+(x+
−1
a; x(Y ))) X=x+−1a; x(Y )=x+−1a; x(Y ), (x+)−1(X )=−1a; x(Y ). Since
x+(X )=X; (x+)−1(X )=X and hence Y=a; x(X ) and by (ii) and (4), b+ ~Y (b+)−1=
(a+x)+ ]a; x(X )((a+x)+)−1=(a+x)+a; x  ~X −1a; x ((a+x)+)−1=a+ ~X (a+)−1.
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(i)) (ii): By a+X =(a+x)+a; x(X ) and (i); (a+x)+ ]a; x(X )((a+x)+)−1=a+
~X (a+)−1 (4)= (a+x)+a; x ~X −1a; x((a+x)+)−1 and consequently a; x ~X −1a; x= ]a; x(X ).
In order to extend the application  on the set G of all lines in a well-dened way,
now we have to assume for (L;+;F;) the condition (5 ii) of Proposition 3:1
(RW3) 8a 2 L; 8X 2F; 8x 2 X : ]a; x(X ) = a; x  ~X  −1a; x :
Then we set
 :G! SymL; a+ X ! ]a+ X :=a+  ~X  (a+)−1
where a 2 L; X 2 F, and we call ]a+ X a line reection. Let ~G:=f ~G jG 2 Gg. Two
lines A; B 2 G are called orthogonal, denoted by A?B, if ~A  ~B 2 J .
Proposition 3.2. If (L;+;F;) fullls in addition to (R1) and (R2) the condition
(RW3) then for A; B 2F; G0; X 0; Y 0; Z 0 2 G with X 0 \ Y 0 = fdg we have:
(1) ~G
0 2 Aut(L;G) \ J  and Fix ~G0 = G0.
(2) Fix( ~X
0  ~Y 0) = fdg and ~X 0  ~Y 0  ~X 0 = ]~X 0(Y 0).
(3) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) ~X
0  ~Y 0  ~Z 0 2 J .
(ii) d 2 Z 0.
(iii) 9T 0 2 G : ~X 0  ~Y 0  ~Z 0 = ~T 0.
(4) If ~X
0  ~Y 0 2 J ; then ~X 0  ~Y 0(Z 0) = Z 0 , d 2 Z 0.
(5) If A?B and a 2 A; then a+ B?A.
Proof. (1) Since for X 2 F; ~X 2 Aut(L;+;F) \ J  we have ~X 2 Aut(L;G) \ J 
by Proposition 2:2, therefore with Proposition 2:1(2) we obtain ~GAut(L;G)\ J . If
G = g+ A with A 2F, then Fix ~G = Fix(g+  ~A  (g+)−1) = g+ Fix ~A= g+ A.
(2) and (3) By Proposition 2:1(3) 9X; Y 2F such that X 0=d+X; Y 0=d+Y . Since
X 0 6= Y 0 we have X 6= Y and by Proposition 3:1(1) Fix( ~X  ~Y ) = f0g consequently
Fix( ~X
0  ~Y 0) = Fix(d+  ~X  (d+)−1  d+  ~Y  (d+)−1) = Fix(d+  ~X  ~Y  (d+)−1) =
d+(Fix( ~X  ~Y ))=d+(0)=d. Moreover ~X 0  ~Y 0  ~X 0=d+  ~X  ~Y  ~X  (d+)−1 3:1(2)= d+ 
]~X (Y )  (d+)−1 = ]d+ ~X (Y ) = ]d+  ~X  (d+)−1  d+(Y ) = ]~X 0(Y 0), this shows (2).
(ii) ) (iii): Since d 2 Z 09Z 2 F : Z 0 = d + Z (by Proposition 2:1(3)). By (R2)
9T 2 F : ~X  ~Y  ~Z = ~T . Let T 0 = d + T , then ~X 0  ~Y 0  ~Z 0 = d+  ~X  (d+)−1  d+ 
~Y  (d+)−1  d+  ~Z  (d+)−1 = d+  ~T  (d+)−1 = ~T 0.
(ii)) (i): follows by (1).
(i)) (ii): ~X 0  ~Y 0( ~Z 0(d))= ~Z 0  ~Y 0  ~X 0(d)= ~Z 0(d). By (2) Fix( ~X 0  ~Y 0)=fdg. Hence
~Z
0
(d) = d, i.e. d 2 Z 0 by (1).
(4) (: ]~X 0  ~Y 0(Z 0) (2)= ~X
0  ]~Y 0(Z 0) ~X 0 (2)= ~X
0  ~Y 0  ~Z 0  ~Y 0  ~X 0= ~Z 0  ~Y 0  ~X 0  ~Y 0  ~X 0= ~Z 0
since by (3) ~X
0  ~Y 0  ~Z 0 2 J  and by assumption ~X 0  ~Y 0 2 J . By (R1) this equation
implies ~X
0  ~Y 0(Z 0) = Z 0.
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): Let z 2 Z 0nfdg and U 0=z; d then ~X 0 ~Y 0(U 0)=U 0 by (. If U 0 6= Z 0, then using
our assumption fzg = Z 0 \ U 0 2 Fix( ~X 0  ~Y 0) = fdg by (2), which is a contradiction,
consequently d 2 U 0 = Z 0.
(5) We may assume a 6= 0. Then 0 62 a + B and so a + B 6= A. Using Proposition
3:1(4) and ~A  ~B 2 J , we obtain ~A  ](a+ B) = ~A  a+  ~B  (a+)−1 = a+  ~A  ~B 
(a+)−1 = a+  ~B  ~A  (a+)−1 = a+  ~B  (a+)−1  ~A= ]a+ B  ~A. Consequently a+B?A.
Proposition 3.3. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3:2; for the statements (1) {
(5) we have (1), (2), (4)) (3)) (5).
(1) 8a; b 2 L; 8Y 2 F : a+  ](b+ Y )  (a+)−1 = ](a+ b) + a;b(Y ):= ]a+ (b+ Y ) =
]a+(b+ Y ) i.e. a+  ~G  (a+)−1 = ~G:
(2) 8Y 2F; 8a; b 2 L ]a;b(Y ) = a;b  ~Y  −1a;b :
(3) 8A; B 2 G; ]~A(B) = ~A  ~B  ~A:
(4) 8 2 hL+; ~Fi;   ~G  −1 = ~G:
(5) (Dropping a perpendicular) 8A 2 G; 8p 2 LnA 91B 2 G :p 2 B and B?A (we
set (p?A):=B) and (p?A) = p; ~A(p).
Proof. Since Fix (a+  ](b+ Y )(a+)−1)=a+(Fix ( ]b+ Y ))=a+(b+Y ) by Proposition
3.2(1), a+  ( ]b+ Y ) (a+)−1 =a+ b+  ~Y  (b+)−1  (a+)−1 = (a+b)+ a;b  ~Y −1a;b 
((a+ b)+)−1 and ]a+ (b+ Y ) = ](a+ b) + a;b(Y ) = (a+ b)+  ]a;b(Y )  ((a+ b)+)−1
we have the equivalence of (1) and (2).
Now let A = a + X; B = b + Y with X; Y 2 F and Z := ~X (Y ); i.e. ~Z = ~X  ~Y 
~X by Proposition 3:1(2) then ~A  ~B  ~A = a+  ~X  (a+)−1  ~X  ~X  b+  ~X  ~X 
~Y  ~X  ~X  (b+)−1  ~X  ~X  a+  ~X  (a+)−1 3:1(4)= a+  (( ~X (a))+)−1  ( ~X (b))+  ~Z 
(( ~X (b))+)−1( ~X (a))+(a+)−1 3:1(4)= a+(( ~X (a))+)−1 ]( ~X (b))+(Z)( ~X (a))+(a+)−1=
a+  ](( ~X (a))+)−1(( ~X (b))+(Z))  (a+)−1 = ]a+((( ~X (a))+)−1(( ~X (b))+(Z))) by assuming
(1). Since Fix( ~A  ~B  ~A) = ~A(B) this shows that (1) ) (3).
(3) ) (5): If B = (p?A) exists, then p 2 BnA implies p 6= ~A(p) 2 ~A(B) = B
hence (p?A) = p; ~A(p). Now let B:=p; ~A(p) then by Proposition 3.2(1) ~A(B) =
~A(p); ~A  ~A(p) = B and so by (3) ~B= ~A  ~B  ~A; i.e. ~A  ~B 2 J  since p 62 A ) A 6= B.
Proposition 3.4 (Classication). Our structures (L;+;F;) with (R1); (R2) and (RW3)
are classied disjunctively by
(1) ( ~G  ~G) \ J  = ;; (2) ( ~G  ~G) \ J  6= ;;
(2a) ( ~F  ~F) \ J  = ;; (2b) ( ~F  ~F) \ J  6= ;;
(2b) j( ~F  ~F) \ J j= 1; (2b) j( ~F  ~F) \ J j> 1:
Proof. For the class (2) we have the disjunction:
(i) 8A; B 2 G with A?B :A \ B= ; and so ( ~F  ~F) \ J  = ;.
(ii) 9A; B 2 G with A?B and A\B= fdg; then by Proposition 2:1 9X; Y 2F such
that A= d+ X; B= d+ Y and ~A  ~B= d+  ~X  ~Y  (d+)−1 2 J  , ~X  ~Y 2 J .
Consequently: (ii)) (2b).
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4. Regular structures
In this section let (L;+;F;) be regular, i.e. a member of the class (2b) of
Proposition 3.4. Let ~0 = f ~A  ~B jA; B 2Fg \ J  and
 : L! J ;p ! ~p:=p+  ~0  (p+)−1
We set ~L:=f ~p jp 2 Lg and call each element of ~L point reection.
Proposition 4.1. Let (L;+;F;) be a regular structure; let a; b; c; : : : 2 L; A; B;
C; : : : 2 G. Then:
(1) 8a 2 L 9B; C 2 G such that ~a= ~B  ~C:
(2) ~LAut (L;G) \ J ; Fix ~a= a and 8G 2 G with a 2 G : ~a(G) = G:
(3) (Erecting a perpendicular) If a 2 A; then 91B such that a 2 B and B?A (we
set (a?A):=B) and ~B= ~a  ~A= ~A  ~a:
(4) ~0  a+  ~0 = ( ~0(a))+ i.e. ~0  L+  ~0 = L+ and ~0  ~A  ~0 = g~0(A); i.e. ~0  ~G  ~0 = ~G:
(5) 8X 2F ]~X (a) = ~X  ~a  ~X :
(6) Under additional assumption Proposition 3:3(3) the following hold:
~a  ~B  ~a= g~a(B); i:e: ~a  ~G  ~a= ~G:
~a  ~b  ~a=g~a(b); i:e: ~a  ~L  ~a= ~L:
and ~B  ~a  ~B= g~B(a); i.e. ~B  ~L  ~B= ~L:
(7) Under assumption Proposition 3:3(2) the following holds:
a+  ~b  (a+)−1 = ]a+(b); i.e. a+  ~L  (a+)−1 = ~L:
Proof. (1) Let ~0 = ~X  ~Y with X; Y 2 F and ~X  ~Y 2 J  and let B = a + X and
C = a+ Y , then ~B  ~C = a+  ~X  ~Y  (a+)−1 = a+  ~0  (a+)−1 = ~a.
(2) ~LAut (L;G) \ J  and Fix ~a= a are a consequence of Proposition 3.2(1). Let
X 2 F such that G = a + X = a+(X ) then by Proposition 3:2(4) ~0(X ) = X and
~a(G) = a+  ~0  (a+)−1(a+(X )) = a+  ~0(X ) = a+ X = G.
(3) Let A = a + Z with Z 2 F; U 2 F such that ~Z  ~0 = ~U (cf. (R2)) and
B:=a + U , then a 2 B and ~A  ~B = a+  ~Z  ~U  (a+)−1 = a+  ~0  (a+)−1 = ~a 2 J ;
i.e. B= (a?A).
(4) Since ~0 2 Aut (L;+;F;); 8x 2 L : ~0  a+  ~0(x) = ~0(a + ~0(x)) = ~0(a) +
~02(x) = ~0(a) + x = ( ~0(a))+(x). Let A = a + X ~0  ~A  ~0 = ~0  ]a+ X  ~0 = ~0  a+  ~X 
(a+)−1  ~0= ~0a+  ~0 ~0 ~X  ~0 ~0 (a+)−1  ~0=( ~0(a))+  ~X  (( ~0(a))+)−1 = ]~0(a) + X =
]~0(a+ X ) = g~0(A).
(5) ~X  ~a  ~X = ~X  a+  ~0  (a+)−1  ~X = ~X  a+  ~X  ~X  ~0  ~X  ~X  (a+)−1 
~X
(R2)3:1(3)
= ( ~X (a))+  ~0  (( ~X (a))+)−1 = ]~X (a).
(6) By (1) 9C;D 2 G : ~a = ~C  ~D hence ~a  ~B  ~a = ~C  ~D  ~B  ~D  ~C 3:3(3)=
~C  ]~D(B)  ~C 3:3(3)= ]~C  ~D(B) = g~a(B). ~a  ~b  ~a =g~a(b) is a consequence of (1) and (6).
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Let ~a= ~X  ~Y ; ~B  ~a  ~B= ~B  ~X  ~Y  ~B= ~B  ~X  ~B  ~B  ~Y  ~B 3:3(3)= ]~B(X )  ]~B(Y ) 2 J 
and a 2 X \ Y implies ~B(a) 2 ~B(X ) \ ~B(Y ) by Proposition 3.2(1).
(7) Since a+  ~b  (a+)−1 = a+  b+  ~0  (b+)−1  (a+)−1 = (a+ b)+  a;b  ~0  −1a;b 
((a+b)+)−1 and ]a+(b)= ]a+ b=(a+b)+  ~0 ((a+b)+)−1 we have a+  ~b (a+)−1 =
]a+(b), ~0 = ~X  ~Y = a;b  ~0  −1a;b = (a;b  ~X  −1a;b )  (a;b  ~Y  −1a;b ), Proposition
3.3(2).
A right loop (L;+;F;) with an incidence bration is called right loop with re-
ection germ if the conditions (R1), (R2) and Proposition 3.3(2) :=
(R3) 8Y 2F; 8a; b 2 L : ]a;b(Y ) = a;b  ~Y  −1a;b
are valid.
Proposition 4.2. If (R3) holds; then 8X 0; Y 0 2 G; 8p 2 L :X 0?Y 0 , (p + X 0)?
(p+ Y 0); i.e. (together with Proposition 2:1(2)) L+Aut (L;G;?).
Proof. Let X 0 = a + X and Y 0 = b + Y with X; Y 2 F. p + X 0 = p + (a + X ) =
(p + a) + p;a(X ) ) ]p+ X 0 = (p + a)+  p;a  ~X  −1p;a  ((p + a)+)−1 = p+  a+ 
−1p;a  p;a  ~X  −1p;a  p;a  (a+)−1  (p+)−1 = p+  a+  ~X  (a+)−1  (p+)−1 and
]p+ Y 0 = p+  b+  ~Y  (b+)−1  (p+)−1:
]p+ X 0  ]p+ Y 0 =p+  a+  ~X  (a+)−1  b+  ~Y  (b+)−1  (p+)−1 2 J  , a+  ~X 
(a+)−1  b+  ~Y  (b+)−1 = eX 0  eY 0 2 J .
By Propositions 3.3(5) and 4.1(3) we have:
Proposition 4.3. If the regular structure (L;+;F;) fullls Proposition 3:3(3); then
8a 2 L; 8G 2 G the perpendicular (a?G) exists uniquely and
(a?G) = a; ~G(a) if a 62 G and (]a?G) = ~a  ~G if a 2 G:
The following statement is a direct consequence of Propositions 3:1(4) and
3:2(5).
Proposition 4.4. If X 2 F; a; b 2 X and Y :=(0?X ); A:=(a?X ); B:=(b?X ); then
~X  ~0 ~a ~b= ~Y  ~A ~B=( ~0(a))+  (a+)−1 b+  (( ~0(b))+)−1  ~Y = ~Y a+  (( ~0(a))+)−1 
( ~0(b))+  (b+)−1.
Given a; b 2 L, then m 2 L is called midpoint of (a; b) if ~m(a) = b.
By Proposition 3:2(4) the following holds:
Proposition 4.5. If a; b; m 2 L; a 6= b and ~m(a) = b then m 2 a; b.
Proposition 4.6. Let  :L! L; x ! x + ~0(−x) = x − ~0(x); then
(1) 8x 2 L : ~x(0) = (x):
(2) 8x 2 L; (0; x) has at least one midpoint ,  is surjective.
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(3) 8x 2 L; (0; x) has at most one midpoint ,  is injective.
(4) If (L;+;F;) is a right loop with reection germ and if for (L;+) the right
cancellation law (x + a= y + a ) x = y) holds; then  is injective.
(5) If Proposition 3:3(3) holds and if  is bijective then any two points a; b have
exactly one midpoint.
Proof. (1) 0 = x + (−x) = x+(−x) implies (x+)−1(0) = −x hence ~x(0) = x+  ~0 
(x+)−1(0) = x+  ~0(−x) = x + ~0(−x) = (x):
(2) and (3) are consequences of (1).
(4) Let (x)
(1)
= ~x(0)=(y)= ~y(0); z:=(x+)−1(0); p:=(x+)−1(y) i.e. y=x+(p) then
by Proposition 4.1(7) ~y = ]x+(p) = x+  ~p  (x+)−1. Hence ~p = (x+)−1  ~y  x+ and
~x(0)=x+ ~0(x+)−1(0)= ~y(0) implies ~0(z)= ~0((x+)−1(0))=(x+)−1 ~yx+(x+)−1(0)=
~p(x+)−1(0) = ~p(z) = p+  ~0  (p+)−1(z).
If u:=(p+)−1(z), then ~0  p+(u) = p+  ~0(u), thus p + u = p+(u) = ~0  p+ 
~0(u)
4:1(4)
= ( ~0(p))+(u) = ~0(p) + u. By the cancellation law p = ~0(p); so p = 0 and
y = x+(p) = x+(0) = x.
(5) For x 2 L let x0 2 L such that (x0) = x; i.e. ~x0(0) = x (by (1)). Now let
a; b 2 L be given. Let c:= ~0  ~a0(b) and m:= ~a0  ~0(c0), then ~m(a) 4:1(6)= ~a0  ~0  ~c0  ~0 
~a0(a) = ~a0  ~0  ~c0  ~0(0) = ~a0  ~0(c) = b. Now we assume b = ~m(a) = ~m  ~a0(0). Then
~a0(b) = ~a0  ~m  ~a0(0) 4:1(6)= (]~a0(m))(0) implies ( ~a0(b))0 = ~a0(m) (since  is bijective) and
so m= ~a0  ( ~a0(b))0, i.e. m is uniquely determined.
5. The corresponding K -loop
A (right) loop (L;+) is called (right) K-loop if 6Aut (L;+), for  :L ! L;
x ! −x :  2 Aut (L;+) and 8a; b 2 L : a;b = a;b+a.
In this section let (L;+;F;) be a regular structure such that the map  :L! L;
x ! x − ~0(x) is bijective. For a; b; x; : : : 2 L let x0 2 L such that (x0) = x; let
 :L! SymL \ J ; x ! x◦:= ~x0 and a b:=a◦  0◦(b) = ~a0  ~0(b).
Theorem 5.1. (L;;F;) is also a regular structure and:
(1) 8a 2 L; 	a= 0◦(a) = ~0(a) and 	a a= 0:
(2) If Proposition 3:3(3) holds then (L;) is a K-loop and the map  :L! L; x !
x 	 ~0(x) is bijective.
(3) G= G:=fa X j a 2 L; x 2Fg:
(4) If (L;+;F;) is a right loop with reection germ then (L;;F;) is also
such a one.
Proof. By (6:1) of [2] (L;) is a right loop with the property (1).
(2) If Proposition 3.3(3) holds then a◦ L◦  a◦ = ~a  ~L  ~a= ~L=L◦ by Proposition
4:1(6) and by (6.1.4) of [2] (L;) is a right K-loop, since by Proposition 4.6(5) L◦= ~L
acts regularly on L; (L;) is a loop again by (6.1.1) of [2].
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Let a 2 L be given, then a=(x)=x	 ~0(x) (1)= xx= ~x0 ~0 ~x0(0) 4:1(6)= ~x(0) 4:6(1)= (x)
hence x:=a0 is the uniquely determined solution.
Now let A 2 F and a 2 A then a0 2 A by Proposition 4:5 and hence a(A) = ~a0 
~0(A) = A (by Proposition 4:1(2)), if a; b 2 A and x 2 L with b= a x= ~a0  ~0(x) then
x = ~0  ~a0(b) 2 ~0  ~a0(A) = A; consequently A6(L;).
It remains to show that 8X 2F; ~X 2 Aut (L;). Let a 2 L then ]~X (a0)(0) 4:1(5)= ~X 
~a0  ~X (0) = ~X  ~a0(0) = ~X (a) = (]~X (a))0(0) hence ~X (a0) = ( ~X (a))0 since  is injective
(cf. Proposition 4.6(3)). This implies ~X (a)  ~X (b) = (]~X (a))0  ~0  ~X (b) = ]~X (a0)  ~0 
~X (b)
4:1(5)
= ~X  ~a0  ~X  ~0  ~X (b) = ~X  ~a0  ~0(b) = ~X (a b).
(3) By Proposition 2.1(4) (L;G) is an incidence space and a  X = ~a0  ~0(X ) =
~a0(X ) 2 G (cf. Proposition 4.1(2)) shows that GG.
Now the facts GG and (L;G); (L;G) are incidence spaces implies G= G
(4) Since a;b = ~0  ~c0  ~a0  ~0  ~b
0  ~0 (where c = a b) is the product of six point
reections and since by Proposition 4:1(6) g~a(Y ) = ~a  ~Y  ~a for Y 2 G, we have
a;b  ~X  (a;b)−1 = ]a;b(X ) for all X 2F.
Now we assume furthermore that the regular structure (L;+;F;) is a right loop
with reection germ. By Theorem 5.1(2) we may suppose that (L;+) is even a K-loop
and the map  is bijective, then ~0(x)=−x and (x)=x+x:=2x (i.e. (L;+) is divisible
by 2), x;x = id; x;−x = id i.e. (x+)−1 = (−x)+ (since in a K-loop id = x;0 = x;x−x =
x;−x = x+  (−x)+).
By Proposition 4.4 the following proposition holds:
Proposition 5.2. If X 2F; a; b 2 X and Y :=(0?X ); A:=(a?X ); B:=(b?X ) then ~Y 
~A  ~B= (−a)+  (−a)+  b+  b+  ~Y = (−2a)+  (2b)+  ~Y = ~Y  (2a)+  (−2b)+ = ~Y 
(2a− 2b)+  2a;−2b.
Proposition 5.3. For X 2F and X :=hfa;b j a; b 2 X gi the following statements are
equivalent:
(1) 8a; b 2 X : ~0  ~a  ~b 2 J .
(2) 8a; b; c 2 X : ~a  ~b  ~c 2 J .
(3) 8a; b 2 X9u 2 X : ~u= ~0  ~a  ~b.
(4) 8a; b; c 2 X9v 2 X : ~v= ~a  ~b  ~c.
(5) X = fidg.
(6) X is commutative and 8a; b 2 X : a;b = b;a.
(7) 8a; b2X; c:=12 (2b − 2a) Y :=(0?X ); A:=(a?X ); B:=(b?X ); C:=(c?X ) :
~C = ~Y  ~A  ~B= (−2a+ 2b)+  ~Y = ~Y  (2a− 2b)+ = c+  ~Y  (−c)+:
Proof. (1) ) (3) : Since ~a = ~a0  ~0  ~a0, we have by (1):  := ~0  ~a  ~b = ~0  ~a0  ~0 
~a0  ~b = ~0  ~a0  ~b  ~a0  ~0 2 ~L (by Proposition 4:1(6)), i.e. 9u 2 L :  = ~u and since
X = ~0(X ) = ~a(X ) = ~b(X ), we have ~u(X ) = X and so u 2 X .
(3) ) (4): By (3) there is a u 2 L with ~u= ~0 ~a ~b. Therefore ~a ~b ~c= ~0 ~u ~c 2 ~L.
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(4) ) (5): Let a; b 2 X; c := a + b. Then a0; b0; c := ~a0  ~0(b) and c0 are elements
of X and by (4) there is an e 2 X with a;b = ~0  ~c0  ~a0  ~0  ~b0  ~0 = ~e  ~0. Since
0 = a;b(0) = ~e  ~0(0) = ~e(0), we have e = 0 by Proposition 4.1(2) and so a;b = id.
(5) ) (6): clear.
(6) ) (1): (6) is equivalent to: 8 a; b 2 X : a+  b+ = b+  a+. Let a; b 2 X , then
~0  ~a  ~b  ~0  ~a  ~b = ~0  a+  ~0  (−a)+  b+  ~0  (−b)+  ~0  a+  ~0  (−a)+  ~0  ~0 
b+  ~0  (−b)+ 4:1(4)= ( ~0(a))+  (−a)+  b+  ( ~0(−b))+  a+  ( ~0(−a))+  ( ~0(b))+  (−b)+ =
(−a)+  (−a)+  b+  b+  a+  a+  (−b)+  (−b)+ (7)= id; ~0  ~a  ~b= id , ~b= ~a  ~0)
(a)=2b= ~b(0)= ~a(0)=2a=(a)) a=b and so ~0=id, a contradiction. Consequently
~0  ~a  ~b 2 J .
(5) ) (7): By (5:2) and (5) we have
() ~Y  ~A  ~B= ~Y  (2a− 2b)+ = (−2a+ 2b)+  ~Y
~C= c+  ~Y  (−c)+ = 12 (2b− 2a)+  ~Y  12 (−2b+2a)+ = (b− a)+  ~Y  (−b+ a)+. Since
~Y = ~0  ~X ; −b+ a 2 X implies ~Y (−b+ a) = ~0(−b+ a) =−(−b+ a) = b− a and since
8Y 2 F; ~Y 2 Aut(L;+), we have 8 x 2 L; ~C(x) = (b− a)+  ~Y ((−b+ a) + x) = (b−
a)+  ( ~Y (−b+ a)+ ~Y (x))= (b− a)+ (b− a)+ ~Y (x)= (2b− 2a)+ ~Y (x) ()= ~Y  ~A  ~B(x),
since X commutative.
(7) ) (5): By Proposition 5.2 (7) implies 2a;−2b = id and since  : x ! 2x is
bijective, we obtain X = fidg.
The following statement is a direct consequence of Propositions 5.3 and 4.2:
Proposition 5.4. For each X 2 F let X+ := fx+ :L ! L; l ! x + l j x 2 X g be a
commutative subgroup of SymL; then we have:
(1) 8G 2 G; 8a; b; c 2 G: ~a  ~b  ~c 2 ~L.
(2) 8A; B; C; L 2 G; A 6= B and A; B; C?L :
(i) fX 2 G jX?Lg= fX 2 G j ~A  ~B  ~X 2 J g;
(ii) ~A  ~B  ~C 2 ~G.
6. Reection groups and reection geometries
First of all we start with some denitions. Following [5], Section 19 let ( ; ) be a
group, J :=f 2   j 2 = 1 6= g and D J . For  2   let :=fX 2 DjX 2 J g.
b D is called pencil if there are A; B 2 D with A 6= B and b = AB. Let B be
the set of all pencils. Two pencils b1; b2 are called joinable if b1 \ b2 6= ;. A pencil
b 2 B is called proper if b is joinable with all other pencils. Let B0 be the set of all
proper pencils. Now let PD2 \ J . Then the triple ( ;D;P) is called a non-elliptic
quasi-reection group if:
(S1a) hDi=  .
(S1b) 8X 2 D :XDX =D; XPX = P:
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(S1c) P \D= ; (non-elliptic case)
(S2W1) 8p 2 P; 8A; B 2 p with A 6= B; 8X 2 D : ABX 2 D, X 2 p:
(S3W) 8p; q 2 P : p \ q 6= ;:
(S4) 8X 2 D : jfp 2 PjX 2 pg j>2:
are satised and if moreover:
(SR) 8p 2 P jp2 \ J j= 1.
holds, then ( ;D;P) is called regular.
With ( ;D;P) we denote always a regular non-elliptic quasi-reection group.
Proposition 6.1. For ( ;D;P) we have:
(1) 8A; X; Y 2 D AXYA= AXAAYA and XY = YX .
(2) 8 x; y 2 P; x 6= y: jx \ yj= 1.
(3) P2 \ P = ;.
(4) If b 2 P; A 2 Dnb then b 6= AbA.
(5) 8A 2 D 8p 2 P 91 B 2 D: pB; AB 2 J  (we set B:=(p?A)).
Proof. (1) is a consequence of (Sb1) and the denition of pencil.
(2) Let A; B 2 x with A 6= B, then x = AB by (S2W1). Consequently A; B 2 x \ y
would imply x = y and so x = y since the regularity implies x2 \ J  = fxg.
(3) We assume that there are x; y; z 2 P such that xy = z, then x 6= y and by (2)
L 2 x\y is uniquely determined. Then X :=xL ; Y :=yL 2 D (by (S2W1)) and z=XY .
Moreover zL = XYL = LXY = Lz 2 J , i.e. L 2 z since P \ D = ; (by (S1c)). Then
z \ y 3 L; Y (2)) L= Y ) y = 1, a contradiction.
(4) If b= AbA then Ab= bA hence Ab 2 J  by (3), i.e. A 2 b.
(5) 1st case: A 62 p. Then ApA 2 P by (S1b), p 6= ApA by (4) and there is exactly
one B 2 D with fBg= p \ ApA by (2). Then pB 2 J  and ABA (1)= ApA \ AApAA=
ApA \ p = B since A 62 p, we have A 6= B and so AB 2 J . On the other hand for
C 2 p and AC 2 J  we have C = ACA= ApA (1)= ApA hence C = B.
2nd case: A 2 p. Then B:=pA 2 D; B 2 p; AB 2 J  and B is unique by (SR).
Proposition 6.2. If P =D2 \ J  then for ( ;D;P) we have
(1) The following statements (S2W2); (S2W20) (resp. (S22); (S220)) are equivalent:
(S2W2)(S22) 8L2D; 8 x; y; z 2P with Lx; Ly; Lz 2 J : xyz 2 J (xyz 2 P).
(S2W20)(S220) 8L 2 D; 8X; Y; Z 2 L: XYZ 2 J (XYZ 2 D).
(2) (S2W2) ) P:=fp jp 2 PgB0.
(3) Under the assumption:
(S2W200) 8L 2 D; 8A; C 2 L; A 6= C: AC L hold the following:
(i) 8A; C 2 D; A 6= C; 8 b 2 P with A 62 b or C 62 b: jb \ ACj61.
(ii) 8A; B; C 2 D distinct; b 2 P with B 2 b; A 62 b; A0:=(b?A); C0:=(b?C);
a :=AA0; c:=CC0; S:=a\ c; S 0:=(b? S) and ABC 2 J ; then A0S 0=BC0 i.e.
A0BC0?S.
(iii) PB0 ) 8 b 2 B0: b 2 \ J  6= ;.
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(iv) For A; B; C; D 2 D with A 6= B; ABC 2 J  ) ABD 2 J  and ACD 2 J .
(v) For A; B; X; Y; Z 2 D with A 6= B. If we have ABX; ABY; ABZ 2 J  then
XYZ 2 J .
Proof. (1) S2W20 ) S2W2 (S220 ) S22) By S2W1, X :=xL Y :=yL; Z :=zL 2 D and
so X; Y; Z 2 L. S2W20 (S220) implies XYZ 2 J  (2 D) hence xyzL:=XYZ = ZYX =
zyxL and so xyz 2 J  by Proposition 6.1(2).
(Let U :=XYZ 2 D then UL=LU and so xyz=UL 2 P (by P=D2\ J ) or U =L,
i.e. xyz = 1 in contradiction with Proposition 6.1(3).)
S2W2 ) S2W20 (S22 ) S220) By P = J  \D2; x:=XL; y:=YL; z:=ZL 2 P and
so Lx; Ly; Lz 2 J . By S2W2 (S22) xyz 2 J  (xyz:=u 2 P). Thus LXYZ = xyz = zyx,
i.e. XYZ 2 J  since P \ D = ; (LXYZ = u, i.e. XYZ = Lu 2 J  and so by S2W1
XYZ = Lu 2 D).
(2) S2W2 ) PB0: Let A; C 2 D ; A 6= C ; b 2 P with fA; Cg 6 b. If A 2 b, then
A 2 b\AC and if C 2 b, then C 2 b\AC; therefore let A; C 62 b, i.e. bA; bC 62 J . By
Proposition 6.1(5) let A0:=(b?A); C0:=(b?C) then by P=J \D2; a:=AA0; c:=CC0 2
P and b 6= a; c. Since a=c implies A=C, we have a 6= c. Let S := a\c (cf. Proposition
6.1(2), S 0 := (b?S); s:=SS 0 2 P and B :=A0S 0C0 2 D (cf. (S2W1)). Then asc 2 J 
(by S2W2), i.e. asc= csa and so ABC=AA0S 0C0C=aS 0c=asSc=ascS=Scsa=CBA.
Since P \D= ;, we have ABC=CBA 2 J  hence ACB 2 AJ A= J , i.e. B 2 b\AC.
(3) (i), (ii) we consider the construction given in (ii). By S2W1 T :=A0BC0; A00 := aS;
C00 := cS 2 D and ABC = AA0A0BC0C0C = aTc = SA00TC00S. Hence
B 2 AC , ABC 2 J  A00TC00 2 J  , T 2 A00C00 ()
If S2W200 holds and B 2 b \ AC then by (), T = (b?S) = S 0 since A00; C00?S and so
B= A0S 0C0 is uniquely determined. This shows (i) and (ii).
(iii) Let b 2 B0nP ; B 2 b and p; q 2 P with p 6= q and B 2 p \ q (cf. S3W).
We set A :=pB ; C := qB. Since b 2 B0 there is a X 2 b \ AC. Since AB 2 J ; CB 2
J ; A 6= C and X 2 AC B (cf. S2W200), we have b :=BX 2 b 2 \ J D2 \ J  =P.
The proof of (iv) and (v) is exactly as in Section 18 of [5].
We have the following main results:
Theorem 6.3. Let (L;+;F;) be a regular right loop with reection germ and let
D := ~G;   := h ~Gi and P := ~L; then we have:
(1) The triple ( ;D;P) is a regular non-elliptic quasi-reection group.
(2) If the map  is bijective: 8 a; b 2 P 91m 2 P: b= mam and P =D2 \ J .
Proof. (1) By Proposition 3.2(1) the map : G ! ~G :=D;X ! ~X is a bijection, by
Proposition 4.1(1) PD2 \ J  and by Proposition 4.1(2) the map : L ! ~L :=P;
p ! ~p is a bijection. By Propositions 3.2(1) and 4.1(2), we have:
() 8p 2 L; 8X 2 G; p 2 X , ~p  ~X 2 J 
(S1b) holds because of Propositions 3.3(3) and 4.1(6). By (2) of Proposition 4:1 and
(1) of Proposition 3:2 and (Fb1) we have P\D= ~L\ ~G=;, that is (S1c). The axiom
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(S2W1) is a consequence of Proposition 3.2(3) and (), (S3W) of Proposition 2.1(4)
and (), (S4) of (Fb1) and () and (SR) of Proposition 4.1(3).
(2) By (5) of Proposition 4.6 and (6) of Proposition 4.1, 8 a; b 2 P 91m 2 P :
b :=mam. Now let A; B 2 D mit ~A ~B 2 J , let b 2 BnA and m 2 P with ~m(b)= ~A(b) 2
~A(B)=B. Then m 2 B by Proposition 4.5, ]~A(m)(b)= ~A ~m ~A(b)= ~A(b) by Proposition
4.1(6) and ~A(m) =m by Proposition 4.6(5) which implies m 2 A. Hence A \ B= fmg
and ~A  ~B= ~m 2 ~L= P.
We recall that a quasi-reection group ( ;D;P) is a reection group in the sense
of [5] if the (stronger) axioms:
(S2) 8 b 2 B; 8X; Y; Z 2 b :XYZ 2 D.
(S3) B0 6= ;.
are satised.
Theorem 6.4. If (L;+;F;) is a K-loop with reection germ divisible by 2; such
that 8X 2 F ; X+ := fx+ : L ! L ; l ! x + l j x 2 X g is a commutative subgroup of
SymL; then (h ~Gi; ~G; ~L) is a regular non-elliptic reection group.
Proof. With Proposition 5.4 we have proved the statements 17.13, 17.14 of [5] and so
with the argumentation of [5] the so-called three-reection theorem (cf. (18.8) of [5])
is valid, i.e. the axiom (S2) holds. Since (S2) implies (S2W2), we have by Proposition
6.2(2) ; 6= P = ~LB0 that is (S3).
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